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Abstract
When we drop an object from our hands, we use internal models of both our body height
and object-motion to predict when it will hit the floor. What happens if the sensory feedback
finally received from the impact conflicts with this prediction? The present study shows that
such conflict results in changes in the internal estimates of our body height: When the object
people dropped takes longer than expected to hit the floor, they report feeling taller and
behave as if their legs were longer. This provides the first evidence of cross-modal recalibra-
tion of body-height representations as a function of changes in the distant environment. Cru-
cially, the recalibration results from a mismatch between the predicted and actual outcome
of an action, the ball’s release and impact, which are causally-related but separated in
space and time. These results suggest that implicit models of object-motion can interact
with implicit and explicit models of one’s body height.
Introduction
People rely on estimates of their body size whenever they reach for objects, avoid obstacles or
manipulate tools [1–3]. Although the dimensions of one’s limbs do not vary on a moment-to-
moment basis, it is now well established that their mental estimates do: mental body-represen-
tations are re-calibrated in accordance with immediate bodily sensory feedback received for
instance through the embodiment of tools or of objects that resemble body parts [2,4–6]. Here,
we tested whether such calibration can occur also for more distant feedback and predictions:
Building on evidence that the brain is able to predict objects’ motion in a gravitational envi-
ronment, we hypothesized that the feedback received from an object dropped from one’s hand
will also lead to a recalibration of one’s internalized body size. To support to this claim, we
tested whether one’s body-representation is updated when the predicted and actual impact of
an object dropped on the floor do not match. According to the physical laws of object motion,
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the time lag between these two events depends on how far above the floor the object was
released and this, in turn, depends on the hand position and how tall the person is.
Previous research has shown that the brain computes internal models of the physical laws
of motion (e.g., [7]) and takes them into account to perform basic actions [8]. People will nota-
bly anticipate the kinematics of objects, for instance the duration of an object’s fall to the floor.
Once vision [9–11] or other cues [12] inform them that they have released the object, they
employ internal models of motion of falling objects to predict the time of impact. Evidence of
the use of these object-motion models comes in part from studies on space flights, showing
that under microgravity conditions astronauts continue expecting the effect of Earth’s gravity
on a dropped object for a period of several days after leaving Earth [9]. When objects drop
near individuals, the internal representation of their own body height serves as a reference to
estimate the fall duration [13] and they expect timely sensory feedback from the object’s
impact. This however opens a question: Given the permanence of the internalized models of
motion of falling objects [9] and the flexibility of the estimate of one’s body size [2,4–6], will
people update the estimate of their own height if their expectations about impact are contra-
dicted by the environment, or, like in our study, by experimental manipulations?
We investigated this question in two experiments where participants were handed a ball
and were asked to drop it from their full-body height. They received multisensory feedback
from the impact of the released object on the floor. This feedback had been experimentally
manipulated to be consistent with different dropping heights (Fig 1). More specifically, the
experiments consisted of two-minute adaptation phases, in which blindfolded participants
were standing and asked to keep the dorsum of their right hand in contact with their forehead.
Approximately every 4 seconds, they were handed a plastic ball by the experimenter and they
dropped it. Participants were exposed to four different adaptation phases in which the audio-
tactile feedback presented near their feet was manipulated to correspond to the ball having
fallen from either the participant’s actual height, or from half, or two or three times this height.
The maximum of triple simulated height was chosen based on previous reports that the sen-
sory-driven illusion of elongated arm (i.e., a body part) starts breaking when the length of the
simulated arm exceeds three times the actual length of the participant’s arm [14,15] and that
full body illusions may be induced in which people come to experience ownership of a doll’s
body with height 80 cm (approximately half the participants’ actual height) and a giant’s body
with height 400 cm (near three times the participant’s actual height) [3].
Experiment 1 aimed to quantify the effects of this multisensory adaptation on participants’
implicit body height representations, while Experiment 2 aimed to quantify the effects on par-
ticipants’ explicit body height representations. Implicit body-representations are needed to
subconsciously act and move, but it is by explicit body-representations that people become
aware of their external appearance, in terms of size, shape and the relative position of their
limbs [2,3,5,16]. Given the reported dissociations between implicit and explicit body-represen-
tation measures [5,17], it was critical to address both types of body-representations.
Experiment 1: Effects on implicit body height representations
In Experiment 1, we quantified the effects of multisensory adaptation on participants’ implicit
body height representation. As these implicit representations are known to guide actions, we
measured the pre- and post-performance on a basic action involving body-height representa-
tion: Blindfolded participants were asked to take a step backwards, aiming to reach a position
behind them that they had memorized prior to each experimental run (similar to [3,18]). Illu-
sory bodily shrinking/expansion is known to influence spatial perception, as it results in people
experiencing objects and distances as larger/smaller [3]. If the estimated size of the legs or the
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Fig 1. Experimental set-up. Blindfolded participants placed their feet on either side of a mechanical shaker and rested
their chin on a chin-rest. They dropped a ball that, unknown to them, fell into a nylon net mounted on a metal frame
that silently intercepted the fall of the ball. A piezoelectric transducer attached to the net triggered the audio-tactile
feedback simulating the impact of the ball on the floor, after a predetermined delay. A loudspeaker was positioned on
the floor beneath the net. White noise was played through two additional loudspeakers placed on the left and right of
the participant’s head to mask the weak sound of the ball’s impact onto the net.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199354.g001
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entire body had increased by adaptation in response to the increase in simulated height of the
ball drop, individuals were expected to take a shorter step, assuming that that step length
would suffice to reach the remembered position. On the contrary, if the estimated size of the
legs or the entire body had decreased by adaptation in response to the decrease in simulated
height of the ball drop, individuals were expected to take a longer step. Given that some previ-
ous studies have failed to elicit illusions of body shrinkage as opposed to those illusions of
body expansion (e.g., [19–21]), it was important to look separately at the data corresponding
to adaptation in response to the increase and to the decrease in simulated height of the ball.
Materials and methods
Participants. Twenty-six participants took part in the experiment (mean age ± SD =
31.27 ± 6.68 years; age range from 22 to 40 years; 11 females and 15 males). Data from the first
participant in Experiment 1 were excluded due to errors in the experimental procedure.
In all experiments reported here, participants reported having normal hearing and touch,
and were naïve as to the purposes of the study. They were paid for their time and gave their
written informed consent prior to their inclusion in the studies. The experiments were con-
ducted in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki
and approved by the “Ethics Committee of NTT Communication Science Laboratories”.
Apparatus and materials. The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated and
dimly lit room. The experimental setup used to deliver the audio-tactile feedback is illustrated
in Fig 1. This setup was hidden from participants with curtains, which were opened once the
participant was blindfolded.
A mechanical bass shaker was placed on the floor, on the top of a squared rubber sheet. A
custom-made loudspeaker was positioned on the floor 30 cm in front of the shaker. A plastic
ball (diameter 5 cm) was used as the object that participants were to drop from their hand. A
metal frame (height 0.75 m) with a thin nylon net mounted on it was placed over the loud-
speaker and served to silently intercept the fall of the ball. A piezoelectric transducer attached
to the net triggered the audio-tactile feedback after a predetermined delay.
A schema of the connections of the physical components used for the audio-tactile adapta-
tion is shown in S1 Fig. To generate the audio feedback, a “dry” recording of a finger-tap on a
cardboard box (125-ms duration, broad spectrum) was loaded onto MAX/MSP software. The
different vertical distances (d), travelled by the ball before its impact, were simulated by alter-
ing two parameters: the delay of audio-tactile feedback and the intensity of the audio feedback.
The delay was calculated according to the Earth’s gravitational constant g (according to the
equation: fall duration = sqrt(2xheight/g)), from which the time taken for the ball to get to the
nylon net was subtracted. The increased time of sound propagation through air with increased
distance was added to the audio feedback. The delay introduced by the system, which mean
value is 10.7 +/- 1.8 ms and maximum value measured is 14 ms, was also considered in the cal-
culations. The intensity of the audio feedback decreased with increasing vertical distance
according to the inverse square law. Artificial room reverberation was added with constant
intensity so that the direct-to-reverberation ratio changed according to the simulated distance
of the impact. The actual sound of the ball impact on the net was attenuated by placing a soft
fabric on the top of the net and masked by delivering background noise to two additional loud-
speakers placed to the left and right of the participant’s head throughout the entire ball-drop-
ping phase (see Procedure). MAX/MSP software was used to control stimulus delivery and
record the number of ball drops during the ball-dropping phase.
Participants were exposed to four different simulations of vertical distances, travelled by the
ball before its impact. In these four simulations, we manipulated the audio-tactile feedback
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presented near their feet to correspond to the object having fallen from either the actual height,
or from half, two or three times this height. The different simulations were intended, on the
one hand, to look at a possible extension of the represented body size with increasing simu-
lated vertical distance travelled by the ball before its impact (actual, double and triple height
conditions). On the other hand, they were intended to look at a possible shrinking of the repre-
sented body size with decreasing simulated vertical distance travelled by the ball before its
impact (actual and half height conditions).
Procedure. At the start of the experimental session, the participants’ body height (mean
166.76 ± 7.24 cm; range 152.5–178 cm) and leg length (mean 95.3 ± 5.51 cm; range 87–107
cm) were measured. The former was measured from the top of the head to the floor, and the
latter from the hipbone to the floor. These measures were taken to check for possible individ-
ual differences in the observed effects due to body/leg height.
The experiment was essentially a sequence of two tasks: “ball-dropping” task (adaptation),
and “step” task (measurement). At the start of the experimental session, the participants were
instructed in the procedures used in both tasks. For the ball-dropping task, the participants
stood placing their feet on either side of the mechanical shaker. They were blindfolded, with
their chin placed in a chinrest with their head slightly inclined downwards. The chinrest was
used to ensure the ball was always dropped from the same height of approximately 150 cm
above their feet. The participants were instructed to keep the dorsum of their right hand in
contact with their forehead. For a period of two minutes, the experimenter placed the ball in
their right hand approximately every four seconds. The task of the participants was to grab the
ball and then release it. The duration of the ball-dropping adaptation phase (two minutes) was
chosen according to previous work on a well-known sensory-driven bodily illusion (i.e., the
rubber-hand illusion [22]. This duration would allow on average 30 ball drops in each adapta-
tion phase.
In the step task, participants were asked to take a step backwards to get to a remembered
position, and the size of their step was measured [3]. The position had been memorized during
a practice phase performed prior to each experimental block. In the practice phase, partici-
pants were asked to reach for a specific position, located 60 cm behind them, by taking a step
backwards with their right foot and receiving visual and verbal feedback on their performance.
After repeating this practice task10 times, the participants were then blindfolded and asked to
practice the step two more times while receiving verbal feedback on their performance. The
experimental block started immediately after the practice phase.
The participants completed four experimental blocks which differed in the simulated height
of the ball drop during the adaptation phase: the ball having been dropped from the true height
of the participant’s head (actual height condition), from double, triple or half this height (dou-
ble, triple and half height conditions). Each block had five stages (see Fig 2A): pre-adaptation
step task (pre-test, 2 trials), ball-dropping adaptation phase (2 minutes), post-adaptation step
task (post-test1, 1 trial), ball-dropping adaptation phase (2 minutes) and post-adaptation step
task (post-test2, 1 trial). Participants were not allowed to move their feet during the period
between the ball-dropping phase and the step task. The order of the blocks was randomized.
Each experimental block lasted approximately 7 minutes. Participants remained blindfolded
for the whole duration of the block. They rested between blocks for a period of approximately
10 minutes, during which they did not wear the blindfold. The full experimental procedure
including instructions and practice block, one experimental block for each height condition
and resting periods, lasted approximately 75 minutes. Note that given the duration of the
experiment it was unfeasible to include more repetitions of the experimental trials or blocks;
nevertheless, such within-subjects experimental design was preferred to a between-subjects
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experimental design that would allow more repetitions of one experimental condition to
account for the within-subjects variance.
Results
For each experimental block (actual, double, triple and half height) we averaged the pre-test
step size across both repetitions. Preliminary analyses did not show any difference in the pre-
test step sizes across the different conditions (all ps > 0.05), thus justifying their choice as base-
line. The mean pre-test step sizes (SEM) for all conditions were: actual height: 56.27 (0.73);
double height: 56.84 (0.69); triple height: 56.51 (0.81); and half height: 56.21 (0.70) cm. We
then calculated for each condition relative step sizes compared to baseline, by subtracting the
post-test1 and post-test2 sizes from their respective pre-test baseline. Differences across condi-
tions in the change in step size from pre- to post-test would therefore provide evidence of an
effect of the audio-tactile adaptation phase on the represented body/leg height.
First, we submitted relative step sizes in a 4x2 ANOVA with the within-subject factors
‘height condition’ (actual, double, triple and half height) and ‘repetition’ (post-test1 and post-
test2). The main effect of ‘height condition’ was significant (F(3,72) = 3.38, p = 0.023), as well
as the main effect of ‘repetition’ (F(1,24) = 4.75, p = 0.039). The interaction between both fac-
tors failed to reach significance (p = 0.13). Overall, the decrease in step size from pre- to post-
adaptation was larger in the post-test2 (mean = -3.42, SEM = 0.65 cm) than in the post-test1
(mean = -2.68, SEM = 0.63 cm), but this effect was independent of the ‘height condition’.
Given the significant effect of ‘height condition’, and in order to test our hypotheses, we aver-
aged the post-test relative step sizes across both repetitions and continued to look separately at
the data corresponding to adaptation in response to the increase and to the decrease in simu-
lated height of the ball.
Next, our analyses focused on the effect of adaptation to multisensory feedback that appears
consistent with an increase in height of the ball drop (see Fig 2B for group means and S2 Fig
for individual data). This effect was investigated by conducting planned comparisons to the
actual height condition between the means of interest. The comparisons between the relative
step size of the actual height condition and those of the double and triple height conditions
Fig 2. (A) Experimental timeline and (B) results (mean ± SEM) in Experiment 1 on the effect of adaptation to a decrease and an increase in height
of the ball drop. Results show that participants’ step size, when aiming to reach a fixed position behind them, was reduced from pre- to post-
adaptation. Importantly, a significantly larger decrease was observed when increasing the simulated height of the ball drop. The diagonal line is a linear
regression line (y = -1.135 x– 0.7133, R2 = 0.9734) and illustrates a decrease in step size with increasing the simulated height of the ball drop during the
audio-tactile adaptation. Note that the simulation of the half-height condition failed (see Experiment 3: “Validation of simulations”) and thus the results
on this condition do not allow inferring conclusions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199354.g002
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revealed a significant larger decrease in step size from pre- to post-adaptation in the double
(t(24) = 2.34, p = 0.028) and the triple (t(24) = 2.76, p = 0.011) height conditions than in the
actual height condition. Moreover, planned contrast analysis showed a significant linear trend
(F(1,24) = 7.64, p = 0.011, R2 = 0.97), by which the step size decreased with increasing simu-
lated height of the ball drop during audio-tactile adaptation. The mean difference in step size
(SEM) for all conditions were: actual height: -1.74 (0.73); double height: -3.2 (0.72); and triple
height: -4.01 (0.88) cm.
Finally, the effect of adaptation to multisensory feedback that appears consistent with a
decrease in height of the ball drop was investigated by a planned comparison between the rela-
tive step sizes of the half height and the actual height conditions. This comparison revealed
that the decrease in step size was significantly larger in the half than in the actual height condi-
tion (t(24) = 2.45, p = 0.022). The mean difference in step sizes (SEM) were: actual height:
-1.74 (0.73); and half height: -3.25 (0.71) cm.
Furthermore, correlation analyses between actual body height and leg length with the dif-
ferences in step size pre- to post-test for all conditions confirmed that the observed effects
were not dependent on participants’ actual body height or leg length (none yield significant
results; all ps > 0.17).
Discussion
In Experiment 1, we had formulated the hypothesis that adaptation to an increase in simulated
height of the ball drop would result in individuals taking a shorter step in the step task in the
double and triple height conditions, as compared to the actual height condition, assuming that
that step length would suffice to reach the remembered position. This pattern of results was
confirmed, thus providing evidence of changes in the implicit body-representation in response
to adaptation to an increase in simulated height of the ball drop (see Fig 2B).
We had formulated a second hypothesis, which is that adaptation to a decrease in simulated
height of the ball drop would result in individuals taking a longer step in the step task in the
half height condition, as compared to the actual height condition, assuming that a longer step
length is needed to reach the remembered position. This pattern of results was not confirmed.
Contrary to our prediction, the results showed a larger decrease in step size in the half than in
the actual height condition.
Experiment 2 was conducted in order to investigate the effects of the audio-tactile adapta-
tion in the explicit body-representations by which they become aware of their external appear-
ance. Our aim was to investigate whether the increase in represented body length due to the
increase in simulated height of the ball drop reached participants’ awareness. We also aimed at
getting further insight on the effects of adaptation to a decrease in simulated height of the ball
drop, given the non-expected results for this condition in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2: Effects on explicit body height representations
In Experiment 2, we quantified the effects of multisensory adaptation on participants’ explicit
body height representation. Participants were asked to provide explicit estimates of the length
of their legs and entire body using the distance between two vertical lines displayed on a screen
[1,23], and to fill in a questionnaire that assessed the subjective experience of participants dur-
ing the ball-dropping task. If changes in body height representation had occurred by adapta-
tion in response to the changes in simulated height of the ball drop, individuals were expected
to change their estimates of the length of their legs and entire body, as well as to indicate the
change in their responses to the questionnaire.
Interplay between object-motion and body height models
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Materials and methods
Participants. Twenty-six participants took part in this experiment (mean age ± SD =
30.58 ± 6.18 years; age range from 22 to 39 years; 14 females and 12 males).
Apparatus. This experiment used the identical apparatus for the ball-dropping adapta-
tion phase used in Experiment 1. In addition, a projector and a projection screen (3.3 m
wide, 3 m away from participants) were used for the aperture task described below. In order
to perform this task, participants held a button in their left hand. The software package “Pre-
sentation” was used to control stimulus delivery and record responses during the aperture
task.
Procedure. At the start of the experimental session, the participants’ body height (mean
165.23 ± 7.52 cm; range 152–178 cm) and leg length (mean 94.40 ± 5.14 cm; range 87–107 cm)
were measured, as in Experiment 1. Then, the participants were instructed as to the procedures
used in the experiment. Experiment 2 was essentially a sequence of two tasks: “ball-dropping”
task (adaptation), and “aperture” task (measurement). The ball-dropping phase was identical
to the one in Experiment 1.
Before and after each ball-dropping phase, perceived entire body height and leg length were
assessed with the aperture task, based on procedures used in previous studies [1,23]. In order
to perform this task, participants removed the blindfold without removing their chin from the
chinrest. They looked at the projection screen through a small visor, which occluded the space
outside the region of the projection screen, so that they could not look down at their body or
see the nylon net. In four trials, participants were asked to estimate their entire body height
(from foot to head top) or their leg length (from foot to hip bone). Every trial started with the
word “body length” or “leg length” being projected, so that participants knew which estimate
they had to make. Following this, two vertical lines, horizontally aligned, appeared on the
screen. To start with, these lines were 2.5 m apart but they progressively came closer to each
other by moving horizontally towards the centre of the screen at approximately 3 cm/s. Partici-
pants pressed the button when they felt that the horizontal space (the “aperture”) between the
two lines was equivalent to their body height or their leg length, respectively. This was repeated
while the aperture was initially closed and the two vertical lines progressively became farther
apart. There were two aperture “opening” and two aperture “closing” trials, one of each type
for the entire body estimates and one of each type for the leg estimates. The presentation order
of these trials was randomized. It should be noted that the estimates were done in the direction
perpendicular to the participants’ posture, so that they could not use their eye level as a refer-
ence for the estimates (see previous studies by Keizer et al. [1] and Linkenauger et al. [23] for
similar methods). Before the experiment started, participants completed a full set of the four
trials to familiarize themselves with the aperture task.
As in Experiment 1, participants completed four experimental blocks in random order
(actual, double, triple and half height), each containing four stages (see Fig 3A): pre-adaptation
aperture task (pre-test, 4 trials), ball-dropping phase (2 minutes), post-adaptation aperture
task (post-test, 4 trials) and questionnaire. Each experimental block lasted approximately 15
minutes. Participants rested between blocks for a period of approximately 20 minutes, during
which they did not wear the blindfold.
The questionnaire completed at the end of each block allowed for an assessment of the sub-
jective experience of participants during the ball-dropping task. It contained sixteen state-
ments, adapted from previous studies on bodily illusions [24,25]. Participants rated their level
of agreement with the statements using 7-point Likert-type response items, ranging from -3
(strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly agree), with 0 referring to “neither agree, nor disagree” (see
statements in S1 Table).
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The full experimental procedure including instructions and practice block lasted approxi-
mately 135 minutes.
Results
Behavioral results. For each experimental condition, and for both the pre- and post-test,
the average height estimate of the “opening” and “closing” aperture task was taken as a mea-
sure of entire body and leg height estimation (as in the study by Keizer and colleagues [1]).
Given the large individual differences in performance in this task, participants whose average
height estimate for at least one of the pre-test estimates differed by more than two standard
deviations from the participants’ overall mean were excluded from the analyses, which resulted
in the exclusion of four participants. For all statistical tests, the alpha level was set at 0.05,
2-tailed.
Preliminary analyses did not show any difference in the pre-test estimates across the differ-
ent conditions (all ps > 0.05), thus justifying their choice as baseline. The mean pre-test esti-
mates (SEM) for all conditions were, for the entire body estimates: actual height: 104.49 (6.01);
double height: 109.23 (6.41); triple height: 101.88 (5.82); and half height: 107.51 (6.05) cm, and
for the leg estimates: actual height: 66.06 (3.50); double height: 67.27 (3.80); triple height: 61.33
(3.51); and half height: 66.46 (4.42) cm. It should be noted that even if the participants pro-
vided entire body estimates of approximately 1 meter, which does not correspond to the actual
body height of the participants, the variable being quantified is the size of the aperture. The
aperture was projected on a screen 3 meters away from the participants. As the participants
looked at the projection screen through a small visor that occluded the space outside the region
of the projection screen, it might have been difficult for them to know the absolute dimensions
of the aperture and every participant may have taken a different reference metric to perform
this aperture task. Importantly, our analysis controls for these individual differences in
Fig 3. (A) Experimental timeline and (B) behavioural results (mean ± SEM) in Experiment 2 on the effect of adaptation to a decrease and to an
increase in height of the ball drop. Results showed that participants’ estimates of their own leg size increased from pre- to post-adaptation in
accordance with the increase in simulated height of the ball drop. The diagonal line is a linear regression line (y = 4.1774 x– 11.449, R2 = 0.7909) and
illustrates a significant increase in leg length estimate with increasing the simulated height of the ball drop during the audio-tactile adaptation. Note that
the simulation of the half-height condition failed (see Experiment 3: “Validation of simulations”) and thus the results on this condition do not allow
inferring conclusions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199354.g003
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perceived dimensions of the aperture by looking at changes from pre- to post-test. For each
condition we calculated relative height estimates compared to baseline, by subtracting the
post-test height estimates from their respective pre-test baseline. Differences across conditions
in the change in height estimates from pre- to post-test would therefore provide evidence of an
effect of the audio-tactile adaptation phase on the represented body/leg height. The mean dif-
ference in estimates (SEM) for all conditions were, for the entire body estimates: actual height:
-3.05 (2.56); double height: -6.35 (2.67); triple height: -3.56 (2.78) cm; and half height: -7.88
(2.57) cm. For the leg estimates: actual height: -6.03 (2.61); double height: -5.57 (1.65); triple
height: 2.32 (1.48) cm; and half height: -1.79 (2.45) cm.
The effect of the simulated distance in the ball-dropping phase was investigated by submit-
ting relative height estimates in two separate ANOVAs, one for each type of ‘body estimate’
(entire body and leg), with the within-subject factor ‘height condition’ (actual, double, triple
and half height). The main effect of ‘height condition’ was significant for the leg estimates
(F(3,63) = 3.41, p = 0.023), but not for the full body estimates (p = 0.471). The significant effect
of ‘height condition’ observed for leg size estimates was further investigated by conducting
planned comparisons to the actual height condition. We tested separately the two hypotheses
investigating the effect of adaptation to multisensory feedback that appears consistent with an
increase in the simulated height of the ball drop and the effect of adaptation to multisensory
feedback that appears consistent with a decrease in the simulated height of the ball drop.
First, the effect of adaptation to an increase in the simulated height of the ball drop was
investigated by conducting planned comparisons between the relative height estimates in the
actual, double and triple height conditions (see Fig 3B for group means and S3 Fig for individ-
ual data). There was a significant increase in the leg length estimate from pre- to post-test in
the triple height condition, as compared to the actual height condition (t(21) = 2.74, p = 0.012)
and the double height condition (t(21) = 3.71, p = 0.001; alpha-level corrected for multiple
comparisons was 0.025). Moreover, planned contrast analysis showed a significant linear trend
(F(1,21) = 7.53, p = 0.012, R2 = 0.79), by which the estimated length of the legs increased
monotonically with increasing impact delay during audio-tactile adaptation.
Second, the effect of adaptation to an increase in the simulated height of the ball drop was
investigated by conducting planned comparisons between the relative height estimates in the
actual height condition and in the half height condition. This comparison did not reach signif-
icance (p = 0.293).
Finally, we confirmed that the observed effects were not dependent on participants’ actual
body height or leg length with correlation analyses between actual body/leg height and the dif-
ferences in estimated body/leg height pre- to post-adaptation for all conditions (none yield sig-
nificant results; all ps > 0.093).
Questionnaire results. The full set of the questionnaire statements, mean responses and
results of the statistical tests are presented in S1 Table. Significant non-parametrical Friedman
tests, performed between all conditions and for each of the statements, were followed by Wil-
coxon signed ranks tests. The post-hoc tests compared the mean response for the actual height
condition with the mean responses for the other conditions (with correction for multiple com-
parisons α = .017). For all conditions, participants agreed that the sound was caused by the ball
they dropped (Q1) and that the ball was on the same plane as the sound (Q2). We observed sig-
nificant differences between the conditions for statement Q2; post-hoc tests showed that par-
ticipants significantly agreed more with statement Q2 for the for actual height than for the
triple height condition, but in all cases participants seemed to agree with this statement (see
Experiment 3 for more insight into participants sensations). Participants agreed that their feet
were on the same plane as the sound (Q3) for the actual, double and triple height conditions.
Interplay between object-motion and body height models
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Note that while levels of agreement for statement Q3 for these three conditions kept generally
low, participants clearly disagreed with statement Q3 for the half height condition.
Additionally, we observed significant differences between the conditions for statements
Q4-Q7 (see Fig 4). Paired comparisons revealed that, in the double and triple height condi-
tions, participants agreed more in that their legs felt longer than usual (Q4) and that the entire
body felt taller than usual (Q6) than they did in the actual height condition, although levels of
agreement with these statements kept generally low. In addition, in the triple height condition
participants agreed less in that the legs (Q5) and that the entire body (Q7) felt shorter than
usual than they did in the actual height condition. These sensations were however not signifi-
cantly different between the half and the actual height conditions. These results seem to sug-
gest that the simulated increase in height of the ball drop in the ball-dropping phase resulted in
a subjective increase in the perceived length of the legs and the entire body.
Discussion
In Experiment 2, we had formulated the hypothesis that adaptation to an increase in simulated
height of the ball drop would result in individuals providing bigger estimates of leg height and
entire body in the double and triple height conditions, as compared to the actual height condi-
tion, and that these effects would also reflect in the questionnaire responses. This pattern of
results was confirmed in the changes in the leg size estimates (see Fig 3B) and in the question-
naire data (see Fig 4), which proved changes both in the feelings that the legs were longer than
usual and that the entire body felt longer than usual. These results provide evidence of changes
in the explicit body-representation in response to adaptation to an increase in simulated height
of the ball drop. While we do not have evidence to explain the lack of the effects for the entire
body estimates in the aperture task, one possibility could be that participants relied on their
experience of objects that have their entire body size to provide this estimate, rather than
focusing on their current bodily feeling. One participant, for instance, informally reported
thinking of the size of his bed when providing this estimate, and said he found it more difficult
for the leg size estimate as he did not have a known object to which relate this size.
Fig 4. Mean ratings (± SEM) for the questionnaire items related to body size perception that showed significant differences across conditions.
Asterisks denote significant differences between means ( denotes p< .005,  p< .01 and  p< .05). Note that the simulation of the half-height
condition failed (see Experiment 3: “Validation of simulations”) and thus the results on this condition do not allow inferring conclusions.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199354.g004
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We had formulated a second hypothesis, which is that adaptation to a decrease in simulated
height of the ball drop would result in individuals providing bigger estimates of leg height and
entire body in the half height condition, as compared to the actual height condition, and that
these effects would also reflect in the questionnaire responses. This pattern of results was not
confirmed, as there were no significant changes in provided body estimates between the half
and the actual height conditions. Further, participants’ sensations of their legs feeling longer/
shorter than usual, or their entire body feeling taller or shorter than usual, were not signifi-
cantly different between the half and the actual height conditions.
While it is true that there are much fewer reports in previous literature of illusions of body
shrinkage than of body expansion (although see for instance [3,26]), self-reports collected in
Experiment 2 suggested a failure in the simulation of the half height condition, thus not allow-
ing to infer conclusions from our results on this asymmetry. Self-reports showed that in the
half height condition, contrary to what happened for the other three conditions, participants
did not feel that their feet were on the same plane as the sound. The binding of the impact
sound and the tactile sensation to the feet was critical for a simulation to be successful as it
would then let participants associating the stimuli delivered to them (i.e., sound and tactile
sensation to the feet) with the ball dropping near their feet. In light of this result, and given the
non-expected results for the half height condition in Experiments 1 and 2, we decided to run
Experiment 3 (“Validation of simulations”), in order to further check the suitability of the sim-
ulations of dropping heights employed in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment 3: Validation of simulations
This “validation of simulations” experiment aimed to further investigate participants’ localiza-
tion of the stimuli delivered in order to understand whether they appropriately simulated a
ball dropping near the feet from different vertical heights, thus allowing to draw conclusions
based on the data collected in Experiments 1 and 2.
Materials and methods
Participants. Thirteen participants took part in this experiment (mean age ± SD =
32.62 ± 6.05 years; age range from 26 to 47 years; 7 females and 6 males).
Apparatus and materials. This experiment used the identical apparatus for the ball-drop-
ping adaptation phase as was used in Experiments 1 and 2. Five conditions were tested. The
conditions differed in their simulated vertical distance travelled by the ball before its impact:
the ball having been dropped from the true height of the participant’s head (actual height con-
dition), from double, triple, half or three quarters this height.
Procedure. At the start of the experimental session, the participants were instructed in the
ball-dropping task. This was performed as in Experiments 1 and 2: the experimenter placed
the ball in the right hand of participants, who were asked to grab the ball and then release it.
Immediately after each ball-dropping trial, participants were asked to answer two questions:
“At which level with respect to your body do you perceive the sound to be?” and “At which
level with respect to your body do you perceive the ball has impacted?”. These questions
allowed assessing the subjective experience of participants during the ball-dropping task.
There were five possible answers for each of the questions: “a) around your chest”, “b) around
your waist”, “c) around your knees”, “d) around your feet”, and “e) below your feet”. There
was only one experimental block, which included 20 repetitions of each experimental condi-
tion. All conditions were intermixed and presented in a random order, with the condition
varying from ball-dropping trial to trial.
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Results
The five possible answers to the questionnaire items were coded with numbers from 0 to 4
(i.e., ‘0’ for ‘chest’, ‘1’ for ‘waist’, ‘2’ for ‘knees’, ‘3’ for ‘feet’ and ‘4’ for ‘below feet’). The mean
responses and tests for significance for the two questionnaire items are displayed in Fig 5 (see
S4 Fig for individual data). An inspection of the data displayed reveals that while for the
‘actual’, ‘double’ and ‘triple height’ conditions participants reported perceiving the sound and
the impact of the ball near their feet, this was not the case for the ‘half height’ condition. In this
condition, participants reported perceiving the sound and the impact of the ball above their
knees.
We conducted non-parametrical Wilcoxon Signed Ranks two-tailed tests on the self-
reported data to compare the ratings given for ‘sound location’ and ‘ball impact location’ for
each condition against the scores ‘2’ corresponding to ‘knees’, ‘3’ corresponding to ‘feet’, and
‘4’ corresponding to ‘below feet’. Note that with corrections for multiple comparisons the sig-
nificance level for an alpha set at 0.05, was at p = 0.01. When comparing against the score ‘2’
Fig 5. Mean self-reported perceived position (± SEM) for the sound and the ball impact across conditions. Asterisks denote significant differences
between means of perceived sound and ball position ( denotes p< 0.01).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199354.g005
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corresponding to ‘knees’, for self-reported ‘sound location’ we observed significant differences
for ‘actual height’ (z = -2.90, p = 0.004), ‘double height’ (z = -3.18, p = 0.001) and ‘triple height’
(z = -3.18, p = 0.001) conditions, but not for ‘half height’ (p = 0.173) nor ‘three quarters height’
(p = 0.294) conditions; similarly, for self-reported ‘ball impact location’ we observed significant
differences with the score ‘2’ for ‘actual height’ (z = -3.11, p = 0.002), ‘double height’ (z = -3.18,
p = 0.001) and ‘triple height’ (z = -3.18, p = 0.001) conditions, but not for ‘half height’
(p = 0.753) nor ‘three quarters height’ (p = 0.055) conditions. When comparing against the
score ‘3’ corresponding to ‘feet’, for self-reported ‘sound location’ we observed significant dif-
ferences for ‘half height’ (z = -2.18, p = 0.001), ‘three quarters height’ (z = -3.06, p = 0.002), and
‘triple height’ (z = -3.11, p = 0.002) conditions, while there were no significant differences for
‘actual height’ (p = 0.021) and ‘double height’ (p = 0.012) conditions; for self-reported ‘ball
impact location’ we observed significant differences with the score ‘3’ for all conditions (‘half
height’: z = -3.11, p = 0.002; ‘three quarters height’: z = -2.98, p = 0.003; ‘double height’: z =
-2.71, p = 0.007; and ‘triple height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001) except for ‘actual height’ (p = 0.021).
When comparing against the score ‘4’ corresponding to ‘below feet’, for self-reported ‘sound
location’ we observed significant differences for all conditions (‘half height’: z = -3.18,
p = 0.001; ‘three quarters height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; ‘actual height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; ‘dou-
ble height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; and ‘triple height’: z = -3.06, p = 0.002); for self-reported ‘ball
impact location’ we observed significant differences with the score ‘4’ for all conditions (‘half
height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; ‘three quarters height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; ‘actual height’: z =
-3.18, p = 0.001; ‘double height’: z = -3.18, p = 0.001; and ‘triple height’: z = -3.06, p = 0.002).
Overall, these results suggest that participants felt the sound location to be around the knees
for the ‘half’ and ‘three quarters height’ conditions and around the feet for the ‘actual’ and
‘double height’ conditions, and they were uncertain to whether the sound was on the feet or
below the feet for the ‘triple height’ condition as scores for this condition were between 3 and
4 but significantly different from both. Regarding the ball impact location, participants felt it
to be around the knees for the ‘half’ and ‘three quarters height’ conditions and around the feet
for the ‘actual height’ condition, and they were uncertain to whether the ball impact was on
the feet or below the feet for the ‘double’ and ‘triple height’ conditions.
Furthermore, we conducted additional non-parametrical Wilcoxon Signed Ranks two-
tailed tests to analyze the differences in perceived ‘sound location’ and ‘ball impact location’
for each condition. Note that with corrections for multiple comparisons the significance level
for an alpha set at 0.05, was at p = 0.01. We observed significant differences between self-
reported ‘sound location’ and ‘ball impact location’ for the ‘half height’ condition (z = -2.67,
p = 0.008). This difference was not significant for the other conditions (‘three quarters height’:
p = 0.032; ‘actual height’: p = 0.203; ‘double height’: p = 0.814; and ‘triple height’: p = 0.424).
Discussion
The four simulations used in Experiments 1 and 2 were validated in a separate experiment,
which looked at participants’ perceived location of the auditory feedback and tactile feedback
with respect to their body. This experiment showed that participants in the actual height, dou-
ble height and triple height conditions localized the auditory and tactile feedback approxi-
mately at the same location and near their feet, which matched our criteria set to consider the
simulations as valid. On the contrary, in the half height condition participants localized sound
and tactile feedback at different locations, with both stimuli being localized well above their
feet. This may be due to the difficulty to simulate a sound source close to the body by a more
distant loudspeaker. These results were in line with the self-reports obtained in Experiment 2,
which confirmed that the impact sound and the tactile sensation to the feet were successfully
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integrated in the actual, double and triple height condition, such that participants felt that
the sound was caused by the ball dropping near their feet, but not when trying to simulate a
drop of half the actual height (see S1 Table for questionnaire data on the failed half height
simulation).
Given that the binding of the impact sound and the tactile sensation to the feet was critical
for a successful simulation of a ball drop near participants’ feet, we considered our simulation
failed for this half height condition and that results on this condition do not allow inferring
conclusions on a sensory-induced illusion of owning a shorter body. We do not think that the
null results in this condition were due to technical problems, but rather that they were due to
the fact that the simulated shortening was too extreme to be plausible. It might have felt to the
subject that the ball was dropped at a table, still giving tactile feedback to the feet via the table
legs, which would be a familiar situation. On the contrary, the simulations of the ‘actual
height’, ‘double height’ and ‘triple height’ conditions seemed successful in this sense. Though
the simulations of the ‘double height’ and ‘triple height’ conditions may have also appeared
extreme to participants, they may have been more difficult to relate to a familiar alternative sit-
uation. Note that in our pilot studies we had learnt that sound cues (with varying time and
intensity) per se were not sufficient to simulate the impact of the ball on the same plane as
where the feet were, as our pilot participants reported feeling as if the ball was falling into a
hole, or feeling as being at the edge of a cliff. Adding tactile cues to the feet solved this problem,
as participants then reported feeling that the ball and their feet were on the same plane as the
sound, thus making successful the binding of the sound and tactile sensations to the feet. For
this reason, in the remaining of this paper we focus on discussing the results of these three con-
ditions, which allowed us to draw conclusions on a sensory-induced illusion of owning a taller
body. In any case, it should be noted that in both Experiments 1 and 2 we checked that ANO-
VAs on the implicit and explicit data on represented body height when considering the four
conditions yielded similar results as those with the three ‘valid’ conditions (i.e., ‘actual height’,
‘double height’ and ‘triple height’).
General discussion
Our findings provide new evidence describing how body representations adapt to multisen-
sory feedback: If the feedback received from dropping an object appears consistent with a
higher dropping height, people report feeling taller and behave as if their legs were longer.
That is, adaptation leads to elongation in the explicitly and implicitly represented legs. Implicit
changes were evidenced by a shortening of participants’ step size when they were reaching to a
remembered position, while explicit changes were evidenced by an increase in the estimated
length of the legs, but not of the entire body. In line with previous research, the measured
changes of the effect across conditions of the manipulation are different for explicit and
implicit measures, highlighting a gap between implicit and explicit body-representations
which remains to be investigated (5,17). However, similar tendencies are seen here for both
the implicit and explicit tasks, and these tendencies in turn matched participants’ reports of
both their legs and their entire body feeling longer than usual. Note that in relation to implicit
and explicit body-representations, previous works suggest that unconscious multisensory inte-
gration can impact bodily experiences and that the implicit body-representations may come to
affect explicit ones [27].
As expected based on the observations of previous related multisensory adaptation studies,
our results show a systematic baseline shift from pre- to post-adaptation in all conditions. In
two studies that inspired the design of the step task [3,18] a similar systematic shift in a walking
task due to multisensory adaptation was observed both in the critical and in the control
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condition but this shift was smaller for the control than for the critical condition. Similar base-
line shifts have also been reported in studies on audiovisual temporal recalibration. That is,
exposure to fixed audiovisual time lags for several minutes results in shifts in subjective simul-
taneity responses in the direction of the exposure lag, indicating a perceptual temporal recali-
bration of multisensory perception [28,29]. While we cannot fully clarify here whether the
baseline change observed in our experiment derives from some sort of perceptual temporal
recalibration of multisensory perception [28,29] or other processes, what is critical for our
report is that this change in step size from pre- to post-adaptation was significantly smaller in
the ‘actual height’ condition (i.e., when the ball-drop delay was undistorted) than in the other
conditions.
Furthermore, we observed incomplete recalibrations on body coordinates in response to
short periods of multisensory adaptation, but these were also expected based on the observa-
tions of previous related multisensory adaptation studies. There is strong evidence that the
brain is indeed able to solve the equation for the duration of the fall of an object (fall
duration = sqrt(2xheight/g)) as people are accurate in detecting distortions in this duration
[12]. While a full reliance on gravitational models and current available sensory information
would predict a one-to-one match between changes in simulated height of the drop and
changes in body height estimates, our results rather suggest a bias of the prior internalized
representation of the body height. We note that the adaptation period was relatively short (2
minutes) compared to participants’ previous experience of their body in interaction with exter-
nal objects; longer adaptation periods may result in more dramatic changes. Indeed, astronauts
take many days of space flights to adapt to the new environment [9]. Hence, although recali-
bration to multisensory stimuli can sometimes occur very rapidly (see for instance reports of
temporal recalibration to audiovisual asynchrony after a single 50-ms trial [30,31] or reports
showing that the rubber hand illusion starts after 11 seconds of visuo-tactile stimulation [32]),
recalibration of body-representation in response to short periods of multisensory adaptation is
often incomplete, as shown in the small proprioceptive drifts measured in the rubber hand
illusion (e.g. drifts of less than 3 cm for a rubber hand placed 17.5 cm away from the actual
hand; [22,33]) or when simulating out-of-body experiences (e.g., drifts of about 24 cm for a
body projected 2 m away from participants [18]). Similarly, the perceptual temporal recalibra-
tion of multisensory perception when adapting to fixed audiovisual time lags for several min-
utes results in shifts in subjective simultaneity responses in the direction of the exposure lag,
but these shifts are smaller than the exposure time lag [28,29]. Crucially, a significant decrease
in the step size in Experiment 1 and a significant increase in the leg size estimates in Experi-
ment 2 were observed when the simulated height of the drop increased. Note that while in
Experiment 1 we observed a larger decrease in step size from pre- to post-adaptation in the
post-test2 than in the post-test1, since the effect was independent of the ‘height condition’ the
results do not allow conclusions about whether the effect of adaptation increases with exposure
time.
This paper adds to the scarce but growing literature on mental representations of the lower
limbs and the networks coding the sensory information on these body parts and in the space
surrounding them [34–38]. Previous research has suggested that the integration of sensory
information on the feet and surrounding space may sometimes differ from the processes
described for other body parts such as the hands [36], making relevant the study of the multi-
sensory processes underlying the forming and updating of lower limb representations. Recent
studies on this direction have shown, for instance, that people could experience ownership
over virtual legs if they observe them being touched simultaneously with touches received in
their actual back [37,39], an experience which is closely related to the rubber hand illusion
[22,33] or the full-body illusion [18]. Another recent study has measured the size of the
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multisensory integration area around the feet by measuring speeded responses to vibrations
applied to the toes when visual stimuli are approaching the feet, thus extending similar work
done for hands, face and trunk [38]. Of relevance to the work presented in this paper, a previ-
ous study has shown that depriving participants of auditory and audio-visual information
impaired the spatial localization of tactile information on the feet, thus suggesting that spatial
localization of the lower limbs depends on multisensory information [38,40]. Our study
extends this work by showing that audio-tactile information at the feet, when linked to sensori-
motor information distant in space and time by an internal model of object motion, can
update the representation of the lower limbs.
Although the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying body and object-motion models
are only partly understood [5,7,9,13,16], our results suggest that the two models can interact.
This is plausible considering the large overlap of brain regions in the insular cortex and around
the temporo-parietal junction, processing visual and vestibular signals to perceive motion of
falling objects [13], and integrating somatosensory, visual and auditory signals to form body-
representations [16].
While the experimental manipulation varied both the time and sound intensity cues of the
impact at the feet, participants might have relied more on timing, which is object and surface
independent. Supposing this is the case, the perceived fall duration can be compared to the
duration predicted by an internal model of motion of falling objects [9] and the resulting error
biases the internalized representation of the body height. These findings significantly add to
the current notion that sensory-driven plasticity of internalized body size occurs based only on
immediate sensory-motor feedback [5]. In the present case, plasticity occurs based on the mis-
match between the predicted and actual outcomes of one’s action, which involves two caus-
ally-related events separated in space and time: the ball’s release and the feedback of its impact.
Our results therefore provide novel evidence of cross-modal recalibration of models of one’s
body height against changes occurring in the distant environment.
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S1 Fig. Connections of the physical components used for the audio-tactile adaptation. The
signal processing module contained the player and had stored the impact waveform.
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S2 Fig. Change in step size from pre- to post-adaptation for each participant (N = 25)
and two post-test repetitions in Experiment 1. The diagonal lines are linear regression lines
(± SEM) and illustrate a decrease in step size with increasing the simulated height of the ball
drop during the audio-tactile adaptation. Note that the simulation of the half-height condition
failed (see Experiment 3: “Validation of simulations”) and thus the results on this condition do
not allow inferring conclusions.
(TIFF)
S3 Fig. Change in leg height estimates from pre- to post-adaptation for each participant
(N = 22) in Experiment 2. The diagonal line is a linear regression line (± SEM) and illustrates
a significant increase in leg length estimate with increasing the simulated height of the ball
drop during the audio-tactile adaptation. Note that the simulation of the half-height condition
failed (see Experiment 3: “Validation of simulations”) and thus the results on this condition do
not allow inferring conclusions.
(TIFF)
S4 Fig. Mean self-reported perceived position for the sound and the ball impact across con-
ditions, for each participant (N = 13) and for each of the 20 repetitions (20). The diagonal
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line is a linear regression line (± SEM).
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S1 Table. Mean ratings (SEM) and Friedman tests for each questionnaire item across all
conditions, including the failed half height condition. Questionnaire statements Q1-Q16
used 7-point Likert-type response items, ranging from -3 (strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly
agree). Significant tests were followed by pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
Tests) between the actual height and the double and triple height conditions. Significant com-
parisons (corrected for multiple comparisons—α = 0.017) are marked in bold font.
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